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DIVISION FIELD JACKET CANVAS



INTRODUCING 
ATLAS STANDARD

Sharp, technical apparel for the man 
who appreciates quality and knows 
what he stands for.
 
 Always ready.

MANX MOTO JACKET LEATHER
LEGION UTILITY SHIRT SLATE



SUMMIT PANT

The SUMMIT PANT is our go-to, 
do-everything pant. Constructed  
from stretch twill for superior 
breathability and movement, it’s  
finished with Schoeller® 3XDRY®,  
a moisture management treatment  
that repels water and stains on the 
exterior while wicking away sweat on 
the interior. Thermo-bonded back 
pockets for added durability. The side 
seam discreetly conceals a zippered 
pocket.
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DIVISION
FIELD JACKET

Our take on the classic

M-65, the Division Field

Jacket combines a  

tailored silhouette with

optimized mobility. 

The softshell version 

is constructed from a 

highly breathable stretch 

laminate while providing 

excellent wind, water, and 

abrasion resistance. The 

canvas version (featured) 

is constructed from a soft, 

durable stretch canvas. 

Minimal, low profile 

pockets on the exterior 

are matched with multiple 

internal storage pockets 

for securing everyday carry 

items. The lining features 

cord and wire pass-through 

at the collar and cuffs for 

seamless integration of 

electronics.
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MANX 
MOTO PANT

The MANX MOTO PANT pairs ergonomic construction for riding with the 

clean look of a smart casual pant. It features ventilation in the pockets and 

side seams. Thigh pockets are constructed for accessibility while seated and 

the hem gusset allows for easy donning and doffing over boots. It features 

a gusset crotch and adjustable waist for comfort and mobility. Made from 

a 3-layer abrasion resistant and weatherproof softshell. The pant is lined in 

mesh and accepts D30® shock absorbing knee and hip pads. An elasticized 

stirrup is stowed at the bottom hem and wraps under boots to keep pant 

legs secure at speed. 

· Accepts D3O® knee and hip pads

· Schoeller® c_change™ wind and water resistant membrane

· Double needle reinforced seams

· Zipper pocket on thigh for easy access while seated

· VELCRO® waist adjustment

· Wide belt loops

· Flat seamed construction to reduce bulk and pinch points

· Gusset construction for maximum mobility

· Zippered mesh ventilation at outer leg

· Stowable stirrup at bottom hem

· Mesh interior (1/2 lining)

· Pockets lined with mesh for additional ventilation

· Enhanced Mobility Construction™: articulated legs, stretch fabrics and athletic  

 patterning for unrestricted movement
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SUMMIT SHIRT SABLE

LEGION UTILITY SHIRT SLATE
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ALPHA SHIRT OXFORD
SUMMIT PANT  STONE
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GRID SOFTSHELL BOMBER JACKET BLACK

ALPHA SHIRT WHITE
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LEGION  UTILITY PANT DARK KHAKI
CIRCUIT MOTO JACKET  LEATHER

SUMMIT PANT STONE
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DIVISION FIELD JACKET BLACK


